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Abstract:
Fuel eciency is a priority for the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) as stated in the 
CNO’s Position Report: 2014. While a number of fuel-saving measures have been 
implemented in recent years, the eects of operational transit speed on fuel 
consumption have not been realized. A ship commanding ocer can use 
fuel-usage curves to determine the most ecient propulsion plant speed. If the 
required speed is anything other than optimum, ships do not consider 
alternatives. There often exists however, combinations of speeds that are more 
fuel ecient than this constant speed. OTTER produces two intuitive tools that take advantage of these optimal 
speeds. First created is a dynamic, versatile and interactive planning tool for any ship class transit including drill 
scheduling. Second, the generic optimized solution to individual ship transit speed combinations displayed on a 
paper reference sheet that can be used independently. These products yield signicant savings with no 
operational impact on the eet.
          Policies and practices for surface ship operation have been established to minimize the risk to which ships are 
exposed, but these often involve operating in a way that reduces overall fuel eciency. Lowered fuel eciency 
introduces its own risks: ships are very vulnerable while refueling, while the need to refuel frequently reduces 
operational capability. FUSED can be used to model the fuel usage of the surface eet while operating under 
dierent policy sets. The user can then see how dierent policy changes aect how often a ship or group needs to 
refuel. With this information, the user can make an informed decision when comparing the benet of a new policy 
or practice against the expected risk.
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